Diagnostic test feedback sheet
CRN: 0000000_CA

Name: Sample Student

Date:

16/08/2013

Listening Paper

Score:

5.0-5.5

You got most of the multiple choice answers right. You need to improve your completion questions e.g. "The
lecture takes place at 9.30a.m" NOT "take place". Listen for the 's' at the end of words and check if the subject is
singular or plural. Be careful with your spelling. e.g. "prices" not "pricys" / "beautiful" not "beutiful". If you spell a
word incorrectly, you will not get a mark.

To improve your listening score…
Check your spelling when you write your answers on the answer sheet.
Study parts of speech and subject/verb agreement to understand what completes the sentences.

Reading Paper

Score:

6.0-6.5

Your reading paper was quite strong. You have a specific question type that you need to improve. This is
heading matching (Questions 7-15). You only got two of these questions right. Your spelling was better here as
you generally used words from the text, which is correct. For two answers ("sugar" and "concert") the words were
not in the text. Do not use your own words for completion questions.

To improve your reading score …
Only use words that are in the texts (unless you have a box of options).
Study paragraph construction (main and supporting points).

Writing Paper

Score:

5.5-6.0

Your task 2 answer was much stronger than your task 1 answer. You have a good essay structure and you
answered the question well. Your grammar and vocabulary was generally good (see how to improve for main
errors). On task 1, you need to understand the tense of the visual information and use the correct tense in your
answer (you answered in present tense, which was not correct). Look for any dates on the visual information to
work out the tense.

To improve your writing score…
Make sure your tenses match the data in task 1.
Revise modal verb structures (should/must/have to etc) and phrases with hope and wish
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Diagnostic test feedback sheet
CRN:

0000000_CA

Name: Sample Student

Date:

16/08/2013

Speaking Paper:

Score:

6.5-7.0

Your speaking test was generally strong. You answered fully in part 1 and gave long answers with explanation
and a variety of language e.g. "I'm not accustomed to eating so early." Also, your part 3 was very good and you
gave explanations and engaged the examiner. Your pronunciation was clear and you spoke quite fluently.
You did not answer all parts in task 2- only 2 parts. This will affect your score.

To improve your speaking score…
Make sure you cover all parts of the prompt in part 2 within the time.
Continue giving full answers in part 3. Try to vary your language even more.

From the above scores, we estimate your band range to be

5.5-6.5

Suggestions for improvement:
1.

Practise your writing task 1 because it is one of your weaker areas from this test. You need to be able to
understand the time the information is set in (if applicable). Look at sample task 1 practice online and
work out the tense,then write an answer with these tenses and check with any sample answers.

2.

If you are asked to write full words for some answers in the reading section, make sure they are words
from the text. Also, the listening will always ask for words that you hear. Do not write your own words on
the reading and listening sections.

3.

Check your listening and reading papers for spelling or grammar errors. In your writing, you use subject/verb
agreement well, so you can reduce mistakes in the listening/reading e.g. "The lecture take place" with
checking.

Please note: Scores are estimations based on marker experience. The test and feedback is intended soley
to help you improve your language level and test-taking skills.
If you would like to talk to someone about your future studies, contact us on info@exam-ready.com

Thank you for using Exam Ready, and good luck with your
studies!
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